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   Abstract  

 

In 2006, Cyber Physical Systems (CPS), the new word was invented in the United States [1]. The combination of devices like 

sensors with embedded systems is quickly receiving its place in cyber world.  These devices jointly with the information filed are 

becoming the main focal point, called as Cyber Physical Systems. This word was found keeping in mind the escaling significance 

of relations among the mutually related computing systems with the physical world [2]. The author of this paper gives an overview 

of CPS architecture, its functions and its security threat. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Combining the applications that are very much beneficial in the aspect of computing both in space and time are said to be cyber 

physical systems [3]. The combined effect of two systems, cyber and physical, has changed our work style [4]. The Cyber Physical 

System (CPS) is considered as a smart system, which is extremely interconnected.  CPS and Internet of Things (IoT) have closely 

related concepts. The CPS impact is very much obvious in the field of autonomous vehicles, Robots, etc., CPS have assisted in the 

development of smart devices [5. These smart devices are connected by means of IoT and allowed to work together. The 

combination of both CPS and IoT are capable of capturing and processing data so that the user gets constructive information from 

it. CPS is considered to be networked as well as distributed among Real Times Systems (RTS) [6]. CPS has few distinguished 

properties like: Self-adaptation, Self-organization, Self-optimization, etc. 

Some of the examples of CPS are: medical devices, aerospace systems, defense systems, etc. CPS should function 

dependably, at the same time in a safe and secure manner. CPS is measured as convergence of embedded systems. Now a day the 

field of aerospace, factory automation is very much in need of CPS. These lead to finding of new research horizons. CPS is also 

for non-technical users too. CPS is now a day becoming ubiquitous. As internet brought change in transformation in human life, 

CPS change the way in working together with the physical world. CPS will work with the systems that react more swiftly and also 

with the systems that are so accurate [7]. In coming years, all the smart systems will be using CPS. Cross layer design plays a vital 

role here since a system is believed to be CPS if and only if there exists a stiff interaction among physical and cyber parts. 

II. ARCHITECTURE OF CPS 

The CPS architecture shown in Figure 1 comprises of Controller, Sensor and Actuator to interact with the physical world. Physical 

world include: physical entities, humans, and physical sensors. The CPS architecture will be suitable mainly for many applications 

and also for services. 

 
Fig. 1: CPS Architecture 
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A. Functions of Cyber Physical System 

CPS functions are classified into five levels. They are: i) Configuration Level, ii) Cognition Level, iii) Cyber Level, iv) Data to 

Information Conversion Level, and v) Smart Connection Level. The five levels [4] are shown in Figure 2 

 
Fig. 2: Five levels of Cyber Physical System 

Image Courtesy [8] 

B. Security Threats in CPS 

The most vulnerable threat in CPS are the potential threats, which must be handled from various angles. Conventionally if a system 

is said to be secure only when it suit the following three security necessities [9]: i) Confidentiality, ii) Availability, and iii) Integrity. 

A threat is nothing but a situation which is probable of making damage [10].  Potential threats are the one which will be possible 

but not thus far real. Every threat is classified into five critical factors as: source, target, motive, attack vector, and potential penalty.  

Table I shows the various critical factors and their outcomes. 
Table 1: Critical factors and their outcomes 

S. No Critical Factor Outcome 

1 Source 

is the origin of an attack 

Three types: 

i) Adversarial threat – from person, groups or nations 

ii) Accidental threat – accidentally caused 

iii) Environmental threat – natural disasters [11] 

2 Target main target will be CPS components as well as CPS applications 

3 Motive may be political or spying or criminal [12] [13] 

4 Attack Vector 

May execute any one among the following four methods. 

i) Interception 

ii) Interruption 

iii) Modification 

iv) Fabrication 

5 Penalty will negotiate the systems confidentiality, reliability, availability, privacy, or protection 

III. CHALLENGES IN CPS 

There are numerous challenges in CPS. The author has taken into consideration Automotive and Medical CPS for our discussion. 

A. Automotive Scenario [14] 

People are now using lot of sensors in the field of automobile sector, mainly for protecting the passenger from any danger. The 

system will be assisting the drivers who are driving their vehicle in a monotonous manner. These are the basics of autonomous 

vehicles. A vehicle to be autonomous the sensors must be very much useful in assistance in fault findings, communication between 

vehicles, etc. The main communication among vehicles will permit exchange of data like speed, traffic, etc. 
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B. Medical Cyber-Physical Systems 

This is mainly for monitoring the patients. These systems must also be monitored, since it should not mal function. Medical CPS 

is mainly for monitoring the patient`s body.  The machines used to monitor patients are proton therapy, implantable devices, etc. 

The devices should work properly and must not malfunction. Safety and reliability are very important here. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

All the computing systems must be rethought. Although by using the CPS, a country may be protected from attacks coming from 

inside, but it cannot from the external world. Now a day the current trend is that everyone is practicing cyber physical system. 

Using this secured CPS, one can protect so many human lives. 
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